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Small Talk
Last month I tested my skills with varnishing teak. After spending three long weekends in back and arm
breaking work and in upper ninety-degree heat, I finished the job.
That next week, I purchased a book on “brightwork” by a lady that is the guru in finishing varnish only to learn
that once again I have proved how ignorant I am in the art of finishing.
It seems that I did everything wrong with only a mediocre result as a reward. Next month, when it is cooler, I
will start over and do it again until I get it right.
I only hope that before I reach a 100 years old, God willing, I will learn how to finish wood so that I can be
proud of it. (John McAlister, I need your help)
Sincerely.
Mike Dyer
mdyer@adwarchitects.com
(704) 379-1919 days
(704) 814-9580 evenings

September Program
Unknown at time of printing

Meeting Time
Meetings of the Charlotte Woodworker’s Association are held the third Tuesday of each month, except for
December. Meeting is to be held at the Incarnation Lutheran Church, 6400 Old Reid Road, Charlotte, NC (just
off Archdale Drive).

Following a social and refreshment time that starts at 5:30pm, our meetings start at 6:00pm. Get to the meeting
early and get to know your fellow woodworking enthusiasts. This will be our first time at our new meeting
place but we hope that it will become a great home for us.

Write an article for Sawdust (thanks for all the help from those that have)
Please consider writing an article for The Sawdust, this is your newsletter what do you want from it? What do
you want to share with your fellow woodworkers? Everyone likes to share, share your successes, failures, and
mistakes, have fun with it and share with others at the same time.
Contact Mike Dyer @
secretary@charlottewoodworkers.org or call (704) 379-1919 days or (704) 814-9580 evenings.
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CWA Mentor Program
The following members have offered their help to anyone interested in learning skills or new techniques in their
area of interest. Contact each person to arrange times to get together if interested.
Name
Bill Golden
Dwight Hartsell
Wayne Manahan

Area of Interest
Shopsmith & Accessories
Woodturning
Sharpening

Phone
704.519.6826
704.598.6029
704.786.0768

Email
popstoyshop@juno.com
woodwight@aol.com
wmanahan@vnet.net

Classified Section
$$ For Sale $$
Contact me if you have any tools, wood or services for sale. This section is offered for free.

How to Sharpen Twist Drills
by Al Stokka
I've put this of as long as I can. When someone asks about buying a Drill Dr., I respond with, "Save your money
for other tools. Sharpen your drill offhand on a bench grinder–if you can find a video or someone to show you
how. It's easy to learn if you see it done, but difficult to explain." Well, here's my best effort at trying to
describe the process.
Most everyone has a couple of dull drill bits in a drawer or box; practice with those or pick up a box of old,
gnarly bits at a garage sale for a dollar and give it a try. When I learned the operation, I found it easier to learn
(and measure) using a large diameter bit. Honest, it's sounds much more difficult than it is in practice. If you
find something that isn't clear (shudder) give a shout and I'll try to clarify.
Three things are important when grinding a drill.
1) Lip clearance.
2) Length and angle of the cutting lip.
3) Location of the point.
Lip clearance is produced by grinding away the surface back of the cutting edge or lip.
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If lip clearance were not given the drill, it would be impossible for it to enter the workpiece. Correct lip
clearance for general work is 12°.
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The most effective angle for the cutting lip (and that found on new, general purpose bits) is 59° with the axis, or
118° point angle. The length of the lips must be equal, as must the lip angle. Otherwise, one lip will do most of
the cutting and an oversize hole will be produced. (See third image) Furthermore, the point will be off-center,
which may case the drill to chip or break.

Procedure
Note: In the interest of brevity I'm omitting safety precautions. You folks are savvy enough to be treated as
adults. Also, this is written with a normal person) (read: right-handed) in mind. If you're abnormal (left-handed)
adjust the directions.
Make sure the face of the grinding wheel is straight and true. If it is not, dress it. I like a 120 grit wheel.
Examine the angle at which the drill was last ground. Check it with a drill point gage. (Available from, for
example, from MSC Direct [800-645-7270; $11.00 - $33.00 depending on brand]) You find this tool
indispensable for checking both the length and angle of the cutting lips.
Assuming the angle is correct grasp the end of the twist drill near the point with the tips of your fingers of your
right hand. Lay your middle finger on the tool rest to act as a fulcrum, or pivot point. Hold the shank of the drill
with your left hand.
Move the drill shank until the cutting lip is horizontal with the tool rest (parallel to the wheel axis) and parallel
with the face of the grinding wheel. The drill will be pointed at an angle toward the wheel. (See fourth image.
Note: this image is an exception to the "right-handed directions note." It's the only good image I could find.)
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Bring the drill into light contact with the wheel. At the same time, draw it slowly upward with a slight rotary
motion or stroke clockwise. The rotary motion gives the drill the required lip clearance. Repeat the operation
until the cutting edge is sharp. Be sure to hold the drill at the correct angle throughout the operation and hold it
lightly against the face of the wheel. Rotate the drill 180° and grind the second edge in a similar manner.
Maintain the same angle on both edges.
Test the drill with the drill point gage. Be sure both cutting edges are the same length and the same, correct
angle. Correct if necessary.

Mini Buffer
by Fred in NC
I must credit Russ Fairfield with the idea of
using a standard 9" painting roller cover for
buffing. This one is wool and has a ¾" nap.
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The adapters are my own design. I turned two wood plugs. The headstock plug has a Morse taper in one end
(turned as part of the plug), and the other end was turned down to fit into the cover. The tailstock end was
turned down to fit into the cover, with a 60° taper to fit the live center. A ridge or collar keeps the plugs from
going too far into the cover.
For small items, such as pens, one cover can be used with more than one buffing compound. The paint roller
cover I got from Lowe's cost about $8, and I use the cover in four sections: Tripoli, white diamond, TSW, and
bare. TSW or "Trade Secret for Wood" is a wax that I use for pens and other small turnings. I apply the TSW to
the wood, and let it dry for a minute or two. Then buff. Some stays on the wheel. Bee's wax and carnauba can
be applied directly to the cover.

Resawing Logs on the Bandsaw
by Mike in Paradise
Ah, the first wood off the lot that I will eventually put to
woodworking use! Birch trees, be very afraid!!!
Here is a jig used to saw short logs in half on the bandsaw.
This uses the resaw fence and the jig rides up against it.

The pipe clamp holds the log in the jig.
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This log is 38 inches long and about 8 inches at the large end.

Oops!!!
@#$&%*!
I didn't account for the lip on the clamp and
it has caught the end of the fence.

Next time I will use this other cheaper clamp as it
does not have the stand on it like the Pony clamp does.
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Here is the result, the end is messed up where I had to futz
around with the clamp.

Here are the boards cut out of this, I left them 1 U " so that I can adjust for any of my meandering ways.
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Stacked for now, I have to find a home for these and put some weight on them. The log crooked a bit so I cut
off 18 inches before starting to saw it. I did the short piece separately.
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H & S Lumber
Mr. Robert Boland, Manager
4115 Monroe Road
Charlotte, NC 28205
704.333.3130 (sponsor)

Woodcraft
Mr. David Boyuka
1725 Windsor Square Drive
Matthews, NC 28105
704.847.8300 (contributing)

Harbor Freight USA
Mr. Martin Treadwell, Manager
3852 E. Independence Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28205
704.569.0182 (contributor)

Show your CWA membership card at any of the listed
places and receive benefits (except for Woodcraft and
Harbor Freight USA, which are not able to provide
sponsorship in the form of discounts).

The Woodworking Shop of Charlotte
4728 South Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28217
704.521.8886 (contributing/sponsor – except power tools
and wood)

2006 CWA Officers
President

Wayne L. Manahan
pres@charlottewoodworkers.org

(704) 786-0768

Vice President

Bruce Bogust
vp@charlottewoodworkers.org

(704) 321-0979

Treasurer

Jaye Peterman
(704) 527-8768
treasurer@charlottewoodworkers.org

Secretary

Michael L. Dyer
(704) 379-1919
secretary@charlottewoodworkers.org

The Charlotte Woodworking Association
Mike Dyer, Editor
11342 Colonial Country Lane
Charlotte, NC 28277
secretary@charlottewoodworkers.org

Next Meeting:
September 19, 2006
At the Incarnation Lutheran Church
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